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International Trade, Product Lines and Welfare: The roles of firm and consumer heterogeneity Phillip McCalman University of Melbourne (Preliminary and incomplete) July 2017 Abstract This paper considers how firms use product lines to exploit consumer heterogeneity in a model of monopolistic competition. When firms are also heterogeneous, the length and nature of product lines varies across firms. The most efficient firms impose the largest distortions, which impact the lower end of the market but nevertheless they supply all market segments. High cost firms, tend to have truncated product lines, concentrating on consumers with the most pronounced preference for the differentiated goods. At intermediate cost levels, the length of a firm’s product line can vary with the intensity of competition. If competition is low, these intermediate firms can exercise their market power by serving only the high types. Increased competition can mitigate this distortion, and these firms will extend their product lines to the low end of the market – launch ”fighter brands”. If competition is already high, these intermediate cost firms move closer to the exit range. That is, they are now relatively high cost, and therefore truncate product lines and concentrate on high end consumers. Lowering trade barriers is a policy that influences the degree of competition and can be associated with the introduction of ”fighter brands” (high trade barriers) or product line rationalization (low trade barriers). Both changes in product line length reflect efficiency gains from the selection of lower cost firms into the market. However, when product lines are extended, this additional extensive margin greatly magnifies the gains from trade for the low type consumers.
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Introduction



An increasing emphasis on firms in models of international trade reflects a growing appreciation that a relatively small fraction of firms are responsible for the majority of trade as both exporters and importers. This also places firms at the center of any analysis of how trade flows respond to economic shocks since these will be driven, at least partially, by adjustments made within firms. By considering various margins of adjustment, the baseline view of the complexity and sophistication of a firm’s operation has also expanded. Increased interest in the number and type of products a firm produces, and the subset of these which it trades internationally, is an example of this. Moreover, in a setting where consumer’s possess a ”love of variety”, changes in their set of choices can have large welfare implications. Hence, understanding when, and the extent to which, firms enter markets has taken on increasing importance. To date, all international models of multi-product firms have been based on technological considerations.1 The desire to produce more than one product is associated with a unique advantage which a firm possesses that can be exploited through economies of scope – some component of entry costs are firm level rather than product level. This mechanism has given rise to a nearly ubiquitous prediction that when trade barriers are lowered, firms will trim their product lines. This prediction has received some support in a developed country setting, but less so in a developing country context.2 Some of this difference has been attributed to issues of regulation/competition but it is also the case that differences in product definition/classification and aggregation (firm/plant data) are also likely to be important. Still understanding whether this difference is real or a figment of data construction is worth pursuing. One advantage of the shift in focus from industry to firm level analysis is that some important aspects of firm behavior are publicly observable. One of these is the product range that a firm makes available. Consequently, some anecdotal or case study evidence can provide additional insight. Examples where firms have rationalized their product range in response to 1 The 2 For



key mechanisms are set out in Eckel and Neary (2010), Bernard et al. (2011) and Mayer et al. (2014). CUSFTA see Baldwin and Gu (2009) and Bernard et al. (2011). For India see Goldberg et al. (2010).
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increased foreign competition are widespread; consistent with the selection mechanism emphasized in the previous literature. Nevertheless, a number of examples run counter to this wisdom. Consider the ”Quartz crisis” in the Swiss watch industry. The introduction of cheap reliable electronic watches in the 1970’s by Japanese firms reduced the number of Swiss watch makers from 1,600 in 1970 to 600 by 1983. This reduction is attributed to the continued focus on traditional mechanical watches. 1983 proved to be a pivotal year for the Swiss watch making industry. While continuing to produce high end watches, the Swiss launched the Swatch aimed at the low end of the market. This cheap plastic mechanical watch was an extension of the product range rather than a contraction, contrary to the standard prediction. Is the Swatch an isolated example? It turns out that this type of response to increased competition is common enough for the business literature to give it a name/s; ”fighter brands” or ”flanker brands”.3 Prominent examples include the introduction of the Saturn range of automobiles by GM (announced in 1985) in response to Japanese imports4 , the introduction of the lower speed Celeron chip by Intel in response to competition from AMD, Kodak’s funtime film to compete against Fuji’s low end product while Kodak maintained its higher quality Gold plus and IBM did something similar with a 5 ppm laser printer after HP entered the low end of the market with IBM still selling its 10 ppm laser printer. While these examples are about the response of firms in developed countries, examples also exist for developing countries. In particular, for India; Levi Strauss introduced Denizen to compete against denim discounters, Usha added a ”fighter brand” ceiling fan to take on the unorganized sector and at the low end of the CTV market, BPL launched its fighter brand to take on competition from Chinese imports. The common thread running through these examples is that entry/competition at the low end of the market induces incumbents to extend their product range into that same low end, a segment they had not been serving. This points to a role for consumer heterogeneity; a dimension that has previously been overlooked in the international trade literature. The aim of this paper is to fill this gap. In particular, understanding why and when fighter brands are 3 See



Porter (1980) and Ritson (2009). the same time Peugeot, Renault, Alfa Romeo and Fiat all exited the US market, while Kia and Hyundai entered. 4 At
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introduced allows for a welfare evaluation of their consequences. In doing so it will suppress the previous motivations for multi-product firms. A common motivation is based on core competency; a firm is good at producing a specific variety and this aptitude carries over imperfectly to near by varieties. In these models, the varieties are distinct, so a consumer would be willing to add them to their within sector consumption basket. A related approach assumes that a firm draws capabilities across multiple goods/sectors. In this case, each firm produces at most one good in each ”nest” of the utility function. I rule out each of these possibilities by assuming that firms cannot adapt to produce a related but distinct variety and that their capability is only within a single sector. Instead I focus on the ability of a firm to produce different versions of its variety. This is inline with IBM offering both a high and low end laser printer or Intel offering a high and low speed chip; both embody similar technology and the choice of the consumer is within variety. In this sense the analysis is narrower than considered in the previous literature that requires either a completely new variety to be introduced or a completely different product. Note that these mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, but the current model structure clearly identifies the contribution of consumer heterogeneity. The ”versioning” strategy outlined above is an example of second degree price discrimination and this also forms the basis of the model we develop.5 In this sense, the new margin of sophistication being added is in terms of the ability of firms to design a menu of options for consumers. The purpose of this menu is to motivate consumers to self select items in a fashion that is consistent with their type. This behavior has been studied previously in a monopoly setting.6 Our model considers firms that compete in a monopolistically competitive manner, and additionally, these firms will differ in their productivity levels.7 To set ideas, the paper can be thought of as ”Maskin and Riley meets Melitz and Ottaviano” or ”consumer heterogeneity meets firm heterogeneity”. The interaction of these two dimensions of heterogeneity produces 5 See



Shapiro and Varian (1998) for a discussion of versioning. Maskin and Riley (1984). 7 McCalman (forthcoming) considers second degree price discrimination and monopolistic competition in the context of a CES setting with homogeneous firms. Importantly, the toughness of competition doesn’t vary in a monop comp/CES setting so selection is based on the interaction of productivity draws and fixed costs. If fixed costs occur at the variety level, then all firms will provide full product lines in all markets in which they are active. For fixed costs to generate variation in product line length requires then to be version specific. While possible, such an assumption is extremely close to assuming the outcome. 6 See
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a rich set of equilibrium possibilities that includes the introduction of fighter brands.8 Both dimensions of heterogeneity play a role when fighter brands are launched. First, the optimal menu design includes a downward distortion in the quantity/quality offered to the lowest consumer type. This reflects the well known desire of a firm to counter information rents that can be captured by any higher types, since the low type’s menu item forms their outside option. Across firms, this distortion (deviation from the first best) is greatest for those with lowest costs. Across economic environments, those with the toughest competition (based on minimum cost draw to survive) also have the largest number of firms. However, having a low and high end of the market, a second threshold level exists; the minimum cost draw needed to serve the low end. While low cost firms are the most distorting, they are also the most likely to serve the low end. Hence, it is the intermediate firms that potentially introduce fighter brands but this depends on the competitiveness of the market. If competition isn’t very intense, then these intermediate firms exercise their market power by only serving the high types. However, if there is a shock that increases competition, then the market power of all firms declines and as a result these intermediate firms will start to serve the low end of the market. The opposite possibility arises in markets that are already competitive. Firms that exit are high cost, and therefore only serve the high end. Greater competition manifests itself in the form of lower threshold costs for both survival and operation in the low end of the market. Hence, product line trimming can also arise. The welfare outcomes also differ across the types of equilibria. If product line trimming is a feature of the equilibrium response to an economic shock, then the welfare benefits reflect tougher competition/selection into the market; efficiency gains as high cost firms are replaced by lower cost firms. However, if product lines are extended, then this has a disproportionately large impact on low type consumers. There are two sources of gain, the usual efficiency gain and a new extensive margin gain. This second margin can result in a substantial boost in 8 The



IO literature has also considered what factors could lead to the extension of product lines. Johnson and Myatt (2003) is the most prominent paper in this literature. They adopt an upgrades approach and examine an asymmetric Cournot duopoly. In their setting, consumer heterogeneity can generate a marginal revenue function that has upward sloping portions. Moving from a monopoly to a duopoly, they show that the new equilibrium can involve jumping over this upward sloping segment (i.e. reaction functions are non-monotonic), resulting in the previous monopolist extending their product lines at the lower end. In contrast, if the marginal revenue function is always downward sloping, fighter brands are not introduced and product lines are pruned when entry occurs.
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welfare, greatly magnifying the benefits of increased competition. To derive and develop these results the paper has the following structure. First, a closed economy model is introduced. The equilibrium is defined by the familiar free entry and zero cut-off profit conditions. The new dimension is that both of these conditions depend on the minimum cost needed for survival in the market and also the minimum cost necessary to serve the low end of the market. As is standard in the literature, the perturbation considered is variation in market size. Small markets have less competitive outcomes and are shown to be the most likely to be associated with the introduction of fighter brands. An open economy version of the model is then considered. Variation in trade costs provides an interesting source of variation in competitiveness. In line with the closed economy results, high trade barriers are consistent with less competitive outcomes and therefore are most likely to be associated with the introduction of fighter brands. Additionally, insight into which firms launch them in the domestic market, and which firms expand in their export markets at the low end, is also gained.
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Closed Economy



Consider an economy with L consumers, each supplying one unit of labour.



2.1



Preferences and Consumer Heterogeneity



Preferences are defined over a continuum of differentiated varieties indexed by i, and a homogenous good chosen as numeraire. Consumer I has a utility function given by:



I



U =



q0I



+



Z



( q I )2 α I qiI − i 2



!



1 di − 2



Z



qiI di



2 (1)



Consumer heterogeneity arises via variation in α I , an index of the substitution pattern between the differentiated varieties and the numeraire: increases in α I shift out the demand for the differentiated varieties relative to the numeraire. To keep the analysis relatively simple, let α I have two values, α H > α L > 0. Let β represent the fraction of the population with the
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highest preference for the differentiated good, α H . In addition, qiI can get interpreted as either quantity or quality (speed of a processor or pages printed per minute). Under quasi-linear preferences, utility maximization generates: piI



I



= α −



Z



qiI di − qiI = α I − Q I − qiI



= θ I − qiI



(2)



The gross surplus associated with consumption of q by consumer I is then given by: I



S (q) =



3



Z q 0



 q2 θ I − z dz = θ I q − 2



(3)



Technology and Firm Behaviour



Labour is the only factor of production and is inelastically supplied in a competitive market. The numeraire good is produced under constant returns to scale at unit cost; its market is also competitive. These assumptions imply a unit wage. Entry in the differentiated product sector is costly as each firm incurs product development and production start-up costs. Subsequent production exhibits constant returns to scale at marginal cost c (equal to unit labour require k k −1 ment).9 Marginal cost is drawn from a Pareto distribution: G (c) = ccm and g(c) = kcck . m



There are no per period fixed costs and the entry cost, before the productivity draw, is f e . Since the entry cost is sunk, firms that can cover their marginal cost survive and produce. All other firms exit the industry. Surviving firms maximize their profits using the residual demand functions (2). In so doing, given the continuum of competitors, a firm takes the average output level, q¯ I and number of firms n as given. This is the monopolistic competition outcome. In maximizing profits, firms are assumed to be aware of the heterogeneity in the population but an individual consumer’s type is not observable to them. Instead, they know the distribution of types in the population, β. We assume that firms are sophisticated enough 9 This



cost specification follows Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) who interpret q in quantity terms. If a quality interpretation is adopt, then the marginal cost of quality is assumed to be constant. More general cost functions can be adopted but the current assumption is retained for ease of comparison with the existing literature.
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to take advantage of this information by offering product lines; { T I , q I }, where T I is the total payment required when purchasing product q I . These product lines are design such that each type purchases the option designed for their type, and in doing so they are left with non-negative net surplus, S(q I ) − T I ≥ 0. That is, we are considering second degree price discrimination in a monopolistically competitive setting.



3.1



Profit Maximizing Product Lines



Using these surplus functions and the information on the distribution of types in the population, a typical monopolistically competitive firm chooses a menu of { T I , q I }, I ∈ { L, H } to maximize π = β( T H − cq H ) + (1 − β)( T L − cq L ) − f e subject to         SH qH − T H ≥ SH qL − T L & SL qL − T L ≥ SL qH − T H ,     L L L H S q −T ≥0 & S q H − T H ≥ 0.



(4) (5)



where (4) are the incentive compatibility constraints while (5) are the participation constraints. In a monopoly non-linear pricing problem the ordering of the θ 0 s is enough to ensure that the single crossing property holds – implying that only two of these constraints bind, the incentive constraint for the high and the participation constraint for the low type. However, since the θ’s are determined as part of an equilibrium outcome we cannot simply take for granted that θ H > θ L . Nevertheless, we conjecture that this ordering holds (it is in fact satisfied in equilibrium) allowing the relevant constraints to be rewritten as:



( q L )2 , 2 ( q H )2 = θ H qH − − (θ H − θ L )q L . 2



T L = θ L qL −



(6)



TH



(7)



These prices imply that while a firm can extract all the surplus under the residual demand curve of the low type, the high type is able to capture information rents, (θ H − θ L )q L , by 7



having the low types product as their outside option. Substitution results in the following profit function:    ( q H )2 ( q L )2 H H L L L L L π=β θ q − − cq − (θ − θ )q + (1 − β) θ q − − cq − f e 2 2 



H H



(8)



A useful way to think about the information rents paid to the high types is to subtract them from the marginal benefit of serving a low type. With the linear demand system this is especially nice since the per unit information rent is not conditional on the cost draw, θ H − θ L . So a firm’s perceived intercept for the marginal benefit/revenue of a low type is θL −



β H 1− β ( θ



− θL) =



θ L − βθ H 1− β .



This also defines the upper bound on the cost draw that is con-



sistent with a firm optimally serving the low end of the market. Define this cost as c B ≡



θ L − βθ H 1− β .



Let c D = θ H reference the cost of the firm who is just indifferent about remaining in the industry. Using these definitions the objective function can be re-expressed as:    ( q L )2 ( q H )2 H L − cq + (1 − β ) c B q − − cq L − f e π = β cD q − 2 2 



H



(9)



The FOC’s require qH :



q H = c D − c ⇒ q H ( c D − c ) = ( q H )2 = ( c D − c )2



(10)



qL :



q L = c B − c ⇒ q L ( c B − c ) = ( q L )2 = ( c B − c )2



(11)



Using these FOC’s the value function has the following form:



( c D − c )2 ( c − c )2 + (1 − β ) B 2 2 ( c D − c )2 β 2 β
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c ∈ [0, c B ] c ∈ (c B , c D ]



4



Free Entry Equilibrium



Think of the profits derived above as expected profits per person. To include scale, just multiply the expected profits by market size, L. The expected profits for a firm considering entry are:



Eπ =



⇒



L



Z cD 0



L ckM



cB ( c − c )2 ( c D − c )2 g(c)dc + g(c)dc − f e = 0 β (1 − β ) B 2 2 !0 βckD+2 + (1 − β)ckB+2 = fe (k + 1)(k + 2)



Z



βckD+2 + (1 − β)ckB+2 =



φ L



(FE)



where φ = (k + 1)(k + 2)ckm f e , is an index of technology that combines the effects of a better distribution of cost draws (lower c M ) and lower entry costs, f e . Figure 1 depicts the combinations of c D and c B consistent with a free entry driving expected profits to zero.



cB



FE



cD



Figure 1: Free entry condition These cut-offs, in turn, determine the number of surviving firms, since c D must also be equal to the zero demand price threshold and c B is the threshold cost for serving the low end
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of the market. Hence, using c D we have:  n = ( k + 1)



α H − cD cD







which can then be combined with G (c) to provide one condition that must hold in relation to nL:  nL = n



cB cD



k







= ( k + 1)



α H − cD cD







cB cD



k (12)



However, n L must also be consistent with the threshold level of cost for serving the low end of the market: θ L − βθ H 1−β  L  α − c B − β (c D − c B ) = ( k + 1) cB



cB =



⇒ nL



(13)



Equating (12) and (13) gives the following zero cut-off profit condition: 



H



α − cD



  c  k +1 B



cD



= α L − ( βc D + (1 − β)c B )



(ZCP)



This condition features a non-monotonic relationship between c D and c B . To see this consider small values of c D , then (ZCP) implies that c B must also be small. A small increase c D is then matched by an increase in c B . However, if c D is relatively large, the LHS → 0. This naturally diminishes the RHS, and, consequently the condition holds with a relatively small value of c B . Intuitively, when selection into the market isn’t tough (high c D ), then serving the low type is associated with a high information rent. Market power is exercised by distorting at the low end. For high and intermediate cost firms this implies that the low end is not served. However, if c D falls slightly, then the information rents are reduced; all firms have an incentive to reduce the distortion on the low type. For intermediate cost firms, this means introducing a product to the low end. However, beyond a point, further reductions in c D place the previously intermediate cost firms in the higher cost range of surviving firms. That is, additional competitive pressure makes survival tougher in both segments of the market.
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Figure 2 depicts the zero cutoff profit condition along with the equilibrium. In particular, note that this equilibrium partitions firms into three types. First, there are those with cost draws above c D ; these firms exit the market without producing. Second, are the firms that draw costs below c D but above c B . These firms find it optimal to only serve the high end of the market and have a product line that consists of only one offering. Finally, there is a set of firms with costs below c B . These firms serve both types; their product line consists of two items. What happens to these product lines as the economic environment changes? We now turn to this question.



cB



FE



ZCP cD



Figure 2: Equilibrium cut-off costs



4.1



Variation in Market Size: L



A central result of Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) is that larger markets are associated with a lower cost cutoff, c D . A number of benefits then flow from this increased competitive pressure, including lower prices and higher welfare. To investigate whether these results are paralleled in the current setting we begin by noting that (FE) is a function of L while (ZCP) is not. Consequently, an increase in L results in an inward shift of (FE) while (ZCP) remains in place.
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Much like Melitz and Ottaviano (2008), larger markets are indeed associated with tougher selection; c D is declining is L. Does this tougher selection apply to all market segments? Figure 3 confirms that this cannot be universally true. In particular, since (ZCP) is non-monotonic then increases in market size can result in both a decrease in c D and an increase in c B . Whenever, c B increases it must be the case that a set of firms that were previously only serving the high end of the market now extend their product lines to the lower end of the market. Consequently, an increase competitive pressure (lower c D ) is associated with a set of firms extending their product lines. That is, a set of firms launch ”fighter brands”. The firms extending their product lines have intermediate productivity; high productivity firms already serve both segments, while the lowest productivity firms remain focused on only serving consumers with the strongest preference for the differentiated good. Consequently, there is a heterogeneous product line response to increased competition across firms. This ordering assumes that the equilibrium occurs at an interior solution. However, it is possible that the initial equilibrium involved c D > 0 and c B = 0; not even the lowest cost firm has an incentive to serve the low end of the market. In this case, if fighter brands are introduced, it is the highest productivity firms that launch them. Once, again there is a heterogeneous response by firms. The introduction of fighter brands is most likely to emerge in settings where competition is not very intense. Viewed from the perspective of the FE condition, this is associated with small market size (small L) or large values of the technology index, φ. In particular, if the upper bound on cost draws is high, cm , or the entry cost is high, f e . These technological factors can also be complemented by a small value of α L , which pulls the ZCP toward the origin. This last factor is less about the intensity of competition and more related to size of the surplus available from serving the low end of the market. A second set of possible equilibrium outcomes aligns more closely with the predictions from multi-product trade models. If the initial equilibrium is on the positively sloped segment of the ZCP condition, then an increase in market size decreases both c D , selection into the market gets tougher, and c B , selection into the lower end of the market also gets tougher.
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The first effect is naturally associated with exit by high cost firms. The second effect involves product line pruning by a set of firms with intermediate productivity. Once again, the response is heterogeneous across firms. To gain insight into the forces at work, consider the first best outcome. A straightforward way to evaluate the first best is to assume that firms are able to implement first degree price discrimination; that is, we ignore the incentive compatibility constraint and just impose the participation constraint. There are two immediate implications for our analysis. First, c B = θ L . And, second, as a consequence of the first, we have the following zero-profit cutoff condition for serving the low end of the market: 



H



α − cD



  c  k +1 B



cD







L



= α − cB







(ZCP FB)



While the LHS of this condition remains unchanged, the RHS no longer is negatively related to c D ; this condition maps out a positive monotonic relationship between c D and c B . Moreover, the FE condition is exactly the same. This allows us to immediately conclude that c D will be lower under the first best than in the implicit discrimination equilibrium, while the opposite holds for c B . As a result there is less entry under discrimination than efficiency would dictate. Based on these preliminaries, we can now see that the first best response when L increases is for product lines to be pruned by a set of firms with intermediate productivity. As the market size increases, a social planner assigns more firms to the industry, which also increases the number of high productivity firms. A social planner would require these firms to serve the low end of the market (along with the high end) since they are the most efficient. Effectively, when market size expands a planner is switching out a set of low productivity firms for a larger set of high productivity firms; the low end of the market is served by more and better firms. This mirrors what is happening at the high end of the market, albeit on a smaller scale. This suggests the pruning behavior described above under second degree price discrimination most closely aligns with that of first best behaviour. This isn’t surprising since it arises when markets are relatively large and competitive. This also suggests that the welfare outcomes in this scenario are closest to the first best, especially at the low end of the market. 13



However, what are the welfare effects more generally? It is to this question we now turn.
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Figure 3: Fighter Brands



4.2



Welfare



To determine the welfare outcomes, start by noting: q0I
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q0L



⇒ q0H
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A feature worth highlighting is that for the low type, each firm is able to fully extract the surplus under the residual demand function. This may give the impression that a low type derives no net benefit from consuming any of the differentiated goods. However, this impression is misplaced since a firm is only able to extract surplus at the margin; each firm views themselves as the marginal firm. Since the marginal utility is declining in q it must lie below the average utility function. More intuitively, the utility function allows the varieties to interact 14



with one another to generate welfare. Since an individual firm takes the output of all other firms as given, they don’t account for this interaction. It is this component that generates positive net surplus for a low type from consuming differentiated goods. This can be seem most clearly by deriving the indirect utility function.
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(14)



The first line clarifies the ”love of variety” feature of preferences that allows a low type to capture surplus from the differentiated goods sector. While similar steps give:
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The welfare change for the low type is especially interesting since they are most directly effected by the non-monotonicity associated with increases in market size. Focusing on the change in welfare net of income (which is constant and common across consumers) we have: Vˆ L = −







 2 cˆD + 2 (k + 1) (cˆB − cˆD ) α H /c D − 1



The first term captures the tougher selection into the market, and is therefore also present in the Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) model. The second term relates specifically to selection into the low end of the market. To evaluate how each of these components varies with changes in market size, start by considering a relatively large market (big L). If the market is already competitive, that is α H /c D is relatively large, then the welfare change associated with the first term is small. Since a large initial market size tends to put us in the product line pruning region, cˆD < cˆB < 0, the second term will be positive but relatively small since selection into the market is offset by tougher selection into the low end of the market. So while welfare benefits are positive from both sources, the gains available in already competitive markets
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are likely to be small. However, this is not the case when the market size is initially small. Selection into the market will have a larger impact since α H /c D is closer to unity. Even if this were not the case, the second component guarantees a welfare boost when ”fighter brands” are launched. In this case, cˆD < 0 < cˆB , and the changes in selection in both market segments have a complementary impact on welfare of the low type which can potentially result in very large welfare gains. More generally changes in market size, L, are relatively difficult to engineer within a country. The most direct analogy to the above analysis is complete integration between two countries – free trade. Since this is also a relatively rare outcome, the next section considers the implications of positive trade costs and how equilibrium outcomes are shaped by reciprocal and unilateral trade liberalization.
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Open Economy and Trade Costs



When trade costs are introduced, the analogy between an increase in market size and trade liberalization becomes less precise. For example, with heterogeneous firms, trade costs imply that not all products are available in all markets. Indeed, when firms utilize product lines, the design and number of items offered by a firm can also vary across countries. To explore these issues consider two countries, h and f , with Lh and L f consumers located in each country.



5.1



Exogenous International Segmentation



Since aspects of the analysis turn on whether markets are segmented, which can be endogenous, we’ll start with a setting where segmentation is exogenous. This can be thought of as a reflection of the national jurisdiction of intellectual property rights which allow firms to restrict arbitrage opportunities. More generally, differences in regulations across countries can also restrict international arbitrage – the automotive industry is a good example. Trade costs are of the iceberg form, in order for one unit of q to arrive in the overseas location i, τi > 1 units need to be shipped. Denoting the cut-off in each location as ciD and ciB , then any firm that wants to serve i must have a cost below ciD , and if they want to serve 16



the low type in i they need a cost draw below ciB . For an exporter these cut-offs are naturally inclusive of the transport costs. Since a firm treats the two countries as segmented, the profits from optimally serving the local and overseas markets can be expressed as:
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where c x = c D /τj and c Bx = c B /τj . Entry is unrestricted in both countries. Firms choose a production location prior to entry and paying the sunk entry cost. In order to focus our analysis on the effects of market size and trade cost differences, we assume that countries share the same technology referenced by the entry cost f e and cost distribution G (c). Free entry of domestic firms in country i implies zero expected profits in equilibrium, hence:     j j Li β i (ciD )k+2 + (1 − β i )(ciE )k+2 + τj2 L j β j (c x )k+2 + (1 − β j )(c Bx )k+2     j k +2 j k +2 i i k +2 i k +2 j = L β i (c D ) + (1 − β i )(c E ) + ρ j L β j (c D ) + (1 − β j )(c B ) =φ where ρ j = 1/τjk .  To help characterize the implications of free entry, let Ci = Li β i (ciD )k+2 + (1 − β i )(ciE )k+2 . Hence, the system of free entry conditions can be written as:



Ci + ρ j Cj = φ ρi Ci + Cj = φ



The solution is Ci =







1− ρ j 1− ρ j ρ i







φ and Cj =







1− ρ i 1− ρ j ρ i
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φ. Consequently, we can solve a modified



free entry condition for each market: 1 − ρj 1 − ρ j ρi



β i (ciD )k+2 + (1 − β i )(ciE )k+2 =



5.2



!



φ Li



(15)



Reciprocal Trade Liberalization



The comparative static implications of this general formulation can be quite rich. Not only is location choice influenced by differences in market size, but also asymmetries in trade costs and the distribution of consumer types. To isolate the role of trade costs on product line design assume: β i = β j , Li = L j , τi = τj > 1. The symmetric β’s, size and τ rules out home market effects. Under these symmetry assumptions (15) becomes: β(c D )k+2 + (1 − β)(c B )k+2 =



φ L (1 + ρ )



(16)



Consequently, when countries and trade costs are symmetric, the free entry condition is a straightforward generalization of (FE). It is evident then that reciprocal changes in trade costs vary the position of the free entry condition just like variation in market size. Since trade costs don’t alter the threshold cutoff cost conditions for positive production in either market segment, the zero cut-off profit condition remains the same and is given by (ZCP). Due to the resemblance with changes in market size in the closed economy, we are immediately able to conclude that a reciprocal lowering transport costs can be consistent with the introduction of fighter brands. In particular, this is more likely to occur if trade costs are initially high. A natural question is which firms introduce fighter brands; and more generally, what are the dynamics of product line redesign when trade barriers are reciprocally reduced? To gain insight into these questions, lets start by considering high but not prohibitive trade costs and that liberalization leads to the introduction of fighter brands. Figure 4 depicts the initial equilibrium we have in mind where trade costs are large enough to generate the following threshold ordering: c D > c B = c D /τ = c x . This outcome describes a setting where nonexporters only serve the high end of the market since c B = c x .
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cx = cB



cD



Figure 4: pre-Liberalization Equilibrium Incremental liberalization from this point causes an increase in c B and a decrease in c D – fighter brands are introduced, see Figure 5. Moreover, non-exporters launch fighter brands in response to lower trade costs. The changes to export product lines induced by lower trade costs are also interesting. Since c Bx = c B /τ, it follows that some exporters also enter the low end of the market post liberalization. This reflects both the lower cost of market access (lower τ) but also the change in the threshold cost for entering the low end (increase c B ). Note, however, that all of these firms are already offering a full product line in their local market and the extension only occurs in the export market. In contrast, the threshold cost of entry into the export market, c x = c D /τ, is subject to offsetting forces as the lower c D is countered by the lower τ. If trade barriers are already relatively low, then we are typically considering an initial equilibrium where c D > c x > c B . It is also less likely that fighter brands emerge in response to trade liberalization. Instead it is more likely that domestic product lines will be trimmed as both c D and c B decrease. Behaviour in the export markets tends to be the opposite as c x and c Bx increase. This pattern implies that some non-exporters exit ( c ≈ c D ) while others start to export ( c ≈ c x ), some single version exporters trim their domestic product lines (c ≈ c B < c x ) while others extend their export product lines (c Bx ≈ c < c B < c x ). This provides a relatively rich pattern of behaviour that is conditional on cost draws.
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cB’ cB



cx



cD



Figure 5: Changes induced by Liberalization when τ high



cB



cD



Figure 6: Changes induced by Liberalization when τ ≈ 1
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5.3



Unilateral Trade Liberalization



Following Melitz and Ottaviano (2008), in order to isolate the direct impact of liberalization from the long-run effects generated by entry, we now turn to the short-run responses to unilateral liberalization by country i. To make things especially clear, consider as the starting point the equilibrium when countries are symmetric. In this case, all operating firms have c ≤ c0D . In the short run there is no entry or exit (though firms can choose not to operate). This implies ¯ i as the number of firms the maximum cost in both locations in given by c¯m = c0D . Defining N D operating in the initial symmetric equilibrium we can determine the number of firms that were  k  i k ci j j j j cx initially serving country i. In particular, Nx = ND c¯m = ρi ND c¯mD = N¯ x . If there is a shock such that not all firms will continue to operate (such as trade liberalization), then h i (α H − ciD ) 1 j i ¯ ¯ = ND + ρi ND (k + 1)(c¯m )k (ciD )k+1



(17)



Since unilateral trade liberalization by i increases ρi , this condition implies that ciD must decrease. Once again the ZCP condition determines the equilibrium outcome for ciB . In particular, ”fighter” brands can be introduced by both local and exporting firms.



5.4



Endogenous Segmentation and International Arbitrage



Assume that when a consumer is considering cross border arbitrage they also have to pay an iceberg transport cost. However, unlike a firm that pays these on the cost of production, the consumer must pay these costs on the purchase price of the product. That is, the integrity of the product is not changed by cross hauling. To keep the analysis simple, assume that the trade cost inclusive payment is T˜ L = τθ L − q2L /2. Key question: if c B > c > c Bx = c B /τ, i.e. local market has full product line but overseas doesn’t under segmentation, is there an incentive for cross border arbitrage? The advantage of the above specification is immediately apparent since arbitrage is only feasible if it is capable  of generating information rents: θ H − τθ L ≥ 0. Hence, a segmented outcome is an equilibrium if τ >



cD . βc D +(1− β)c B



Consequently, large trade costs are associated with endogenously 21
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Figure 7: Fighter Brands and unilateral Liberalization segmented markets, and the previous analysis carries over.  What if θ H − τθ L ≥ 0? Now an incentive for international arbitrage emerges. To determine the threshold cost for entering the low market note that whenever q L > 0 there is an incentive for arbitrage. The relevant change to the profit function relates to the fact that q L now not only concedes information rents to the domestic high types, but also to the foreign high types. This connection between markets influences both the prices charged to high types and whether or not the non-local low type is served. If the non-local low is served, information rents conceded to the non-local high must be at least as great as those available from arbitrage:



(θ H − θ L )q xL ≥ (θ H − τθ L )q L which implies q xL =



(θ H −τθ L ) L q (θ H −θ L )



= γq L (when the constraint binds).



Consider the marginal costs and benefits from serving or not non-local low: 



H



L











H



L











L



L







− β θ − θ − β θ − τθ + (1 − β) θ − q − c = 0 when q xL = 0       − β θ H − θ L − β θ H − τθ L + (1 − β) (1 + γ)θ L − (1 + γ2 )q L − (1 + τγ)c = 0 when q xL > 0 The difference between these two conditions reveal that the second is larger whenever: θ L − q xL ≥ τc, i.e. if it is efficient to serve the non-local low market. We’ll proceed on the assumption 22



that this condition is met. The arbitrage equilibrium is characterized by three types of firms: non-exporters (single product), single product exporters and double product exporters. The arbitrage constraint removes firms that would offer a full product line locally but only export to the high end abroad. For the first two types of firms the relevant cut-offs remain c D and c x = c D /τ. The main impact of the arbitrage constraint is on the cut-off cost that determines entry into the low end of the market. Since this is determined simultaneously across both countries, denote the new threshold cost as c˜B . By characterizing c D and c˜B we can determine all the equilibrium values of the endogenous variables. Let c˜B =



(1+(1− β)γ+ βτ )θ L −2βθ H . (1+τγ)(1− β)



Then the objective function for a firm with a cost draw



below c˜B is given by:



π=β



qH cD q H − 2



2



!



− cq H



+ β



qH c D q xH − x 2



2



!



− cτq xH



(1 + γ2 ) q L +(1 − β) (1 + τγ)c˜B q L − 2



2



!



− (1 + τγ)cq L



Familiar steps lead to the following free entry condition: β(1 + ρ)(c D )k+2 + (1 − β)



(1 + τγ)2 φ (c˜B )k+2 = 2 L 1+γ



The threshold cost for entry into the low end of the market is given by: 



H



α − cD



  c˜ k+1 B



cD







=



1 + γ2 1 + τγ







(1 + (1 − β)γ + βτ ) α L − (2βc D + (1 − β)(1 + τγ)c˜B )







Both of these conditions converge to their free trade counterparts as τ → 1. Hence, the endogenous arbitrage also exhibits similar behaviour, including the potential for fighter brands.



6



Conclusion



This paper considers the implications of allowing firms to be sophisticated enough to design product lines. Such a degree of sophistication makes them interested in consumer level infor23



− fe



mation. Enriching firm behavior in this way results in a tractable model that generates a rich set of predictions for the length of product lines offered in equilibrium. At low levels of competition, some firms may respond to increased competition by extending their product lines, while at high levels of competition, additional competitive pressure will cause some firms to contract their product lines. Trade costs are an important determinant of competitive pressure, and their variation have important implications for product line design. While any reciprocal liberalization generates efficiency gains, these welfare benefits are magnified greatly by the introduction of ”fighter brands”.
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7 7.1



Appendix More than two consumer types



Assume that there are I¯ income groups, I ∈ [1, ....., I¯], with the groups ordered α I < α I +1 . In addition define J ≡ min{ I + 1, I¯} – the income group immediately above group I (with ¯ The I¯ type case generates the following objective the appropriate adjustment when I = I). function for a typical firm:



∑ β I (T I − cq I ) − f e



π =



I



subject to



( q I )2 ( q K )2 − T I ≥ θ I qK − − T K , ∀ I 6= K 2 2 ( q I )2 θ I qI − − T I ≥ 0, ∀ I 2



θ I qI −



(18) (19)



where (18) are the incentive compatibility constraints while (19) are the participation constraints. Recognizing that the participation constraint binds for the lowest type and the incentive constraints bind for the other types, we have: !    P[α > α I ] I 2 I¯ q − cq I − θ J − θ I q I − fe max π = ∑ β I θ I q I − I 2 βI {q } I =1 ¯



where P[α > α I ] = ∑ II +1 β I . This can be expressed in more compact terms by defining the choke price for type I as net of information rents conceded to all higher types: c I = θ I −  I I I J P[α>α I ] J − θ I = P[α≥α ]θ − P[α>α ]θ . θ I I β β I¯



max π = {q I }



∑ βI



I =1



!  I 2 q − cq I − f e cI qI − 2



Taking first order conditions gives: ∂π ∂q I



I







I







= q − c −c = 0



Free entry ensures that a firm considering entry expects to make zero profits: Eπ = L



I¯ Z c I



∑



I =1 0



( c I − c )2 βI g(c)dc − f e = 0 2



L ⇒ k cM



 k +2 ! ¯ ∑ II =1 β I c I = fe (k + 1)(k + 2)



I¯



  k +2 φ I β = ∑ cI L I =1



(FE’)



where φ is defined as in the text. The remaining equilibrium conditions are based on the number of firms consistent with the zero cut-off condition for each segment (i.e. c = c I
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implies n I ) also being equal to n I = 



7.2



I¯



α −c



 I k c c I¯



I¯



n. These have the form:



  c I  k +1 c I¯



¯



I



=α −



∑iI= I βi ci ¯



∑iI= I βi



(ZCP’)



Increasing cost



The baseline analysis mirrors Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) in assuming that marginal cost is constant with respect to q. Here we extend the model to include increasing a marginal cost that is increasing in q, an assumption commonly made when q is interpreted as quality. To illustrate that constant marginal costs aren’t necessary for the results in the text, assume that marginal cost is given by: cq I +



( q I )2 2 .



     ( q H )2 ( q H )2 ( q L )2 ( q L )2 H L L − cq + − cq + π = β cD q − + (1 − β ) c B q − − f e (20) 2 2 2 2 



H



The FOC’s require qH : qL :



2q H = c D − c 2q L = c B − c



(21) (22)



Since the first order conditions are modified by a multiplicative constant, it follows that the free entry condition can be appropriately modified to absorb this constant resulting in an qualitatively similar expression. Note that relative to the constant cost case, the FE condition will be further out from the origin, making the introduction of fighter brands more likely. This follows since the (ZCP) is exactly the same.
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